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COMPLETE QUOTIENT BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS

AKIHIRO KANAMORI AND SAHARON SHELAH

Abstract. For / a proper, countably complete ideal on the power set â"(X)

for some set X , can the quotient Boolean algebra ^(X)/! be complete? We

first show that, if the cardinality of X is at least u¡-¡, then having complete-

ness implies the existence of an inner model with a measurable cardinal. A

well-known situation that entails completeness is when the ideal / is a (non-

trivial) ideal over a cardinal k which is /c+-saturated. The second author had

established the sharp result that it is consistent by forcing to have such an ideal

over k = iO\ relative to the existence of a Woodin cardinal. Augmenting his

proof by interlacing forcings that adjoin Boolean suprema, we establish, relative

to the same large cardinal hypothesis, the consistency of: 2<ui = «3 and there

is an ideal ideal / over u>\ suchthat â°((Oi)II is complete. (The cardinality

assertion implies that there is no ideal over w\ which is a>2 -saturated, and

so completeness of the Boolean algebra and saturation of the ideal has been

separated.)

For / a proper, countably complete ideal on ¿P(X) for some set X, can

the quotient Boolean algebra &>(X)/I be complete? This question was raised

by Sikorski [Si] in 1949. By a simple projection argument as for measurable

cardinals, it can be assumed that X is an uncountable cardinal k , and that / is

a «-complete ideal on &(k) containing all singletons. In this paper we provide

consequences from and consistency results about completeness. Throughout, k

will denote an uncountable cardinal, and by an ideal over k we shall mean a

proper, k-complete ideal on £P(k) containing all singletons.

If k is a measurable cardinal and / a prime ideal over k , then of course

¿P(k)/I is complete, being the two-element Boolean algebra. The following

theorem shows that completeness in itself has strong consistency strength:

Theorem A. If k > 0)3 and there is an ideal I over k such that ¿P(k)/I is
complete, then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal.

The restriction k > cot, is necessary for our proof.

There is a well-known situation in which completeness obtains. An ideal over

k is X-saturated iff whenever {Xa\a < X} C &>(k) - I, there are a < ß < X

suchthat XanXß fi I. Smith-Tarski [ST] established that if an ideal / over k
is k+-saturated, then ^(k)/I is complete. There are several consistency results

about the existence of such ideals; modifying a sharp one due to the second au-

thor, we establish the following result separating completeness from saturation.
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NS denotes the ideal over coi consisting of the nonstationary subsets; for an

ideal / over k and A ç k , I\A denotes {X ç k\X n A e /}, the restriction

of / to A ; finally, for S ç <y, , S denotes coi - S.

Theorem B. Suppose that k is a Woodin cardinal, CH holds, and S is a sta-

tionary, co-stationary subset of coi. Then there is a cardinal-preserving forcing

extension with no new reals satisfying: 2Wl = k , and I = NS|S is an ideal

over fc>i such that ^(co^/I is a complete Boolean algebra (and I is not co2-
saturated).

Of course, starting with a Woodin cardinal we can insure that CH also holds

by carrying out a preliminary extension. Also, the statement has the same force

if S is replaced by S, but the formulation is notationally convenient for the

proof. That the / in the resulting model cannot be co2 -saturated follows from

the following well-known result of Ketonen [Ke]: If CH holds and there is an

(^-saturated ideal over u>\ then 2e"1 —co2. Adding a further layer of complexity

to the proof of Theorem B, we also establish

Theorem C. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem B. Then there is a forcing ex-

tension with no new reals satisfying: 2W| = co^ = k , and I = NS|S is an

ideal over coi such that ^(coi)/! is a complete Boolean algebra (and I is not
co2-saturated).

It follows from 1.1(a) below that / must be c^-saturated. This then con-

tributes to the theory of saturated ideals by establishing the relative consistency

of 2W - a>i, 2W| = a>3, and the existence of an ^-saturated ideal over coi.

In § 1 we derive some consequences of completeness and establish Theorem

A. In §2 we indicate the modifications necessary to a previous proof of the

second author to establish Theorem B. Finally in §3 we build on §2 to establish

Theorem C, providing iteration lemmas for iterated semiproper forcing with

mixed supports. The main mathematical advances in this paper are due to the

second author, based on speculations and prodding by the first.

1. Consequences of completeness

We first review the various concepts involved to affirm some notation: Let

/ be an ideal over k . Then /+ = ¿P(k) - I, the "positive measure" sets with

respect to /. For any A ç k , [A]¡ - {B C k\AAB e 1}. The Boolean algebra

£P(k)/I consists of the [Á\¡ 's with the set-theoretic operations modulated by

/: [A]j v [B], = [A u B],, [A], A [B], = [An B\,, -[A], = [k - A],, 0/ = [0],,
and 1/ = [k]i . The subscript / will be suppressed when clear from the context.

A Boolean algebra is complete iff least upper bounds exist for any collection of

its members, sf is an antichain with respect to / iff sf ç /+ yet whenever

A, B € s/ are distinct, An B e I. Thus, / is A-saturated iff every antichain

with respect to / has cardinality < A. Also, sf is a maximal antichain iff

\/{[A]\A 6 sf} = 1 yet whenever A, B e sf are distinct, [,4] A[B] = 0.
The first significant results bearing on Sikorski's question were derived by

Solovay [So], who established the consistency, relative to the existence of a mea-

surable cardinal, of the existence of saturated ideals over accessible cardinals.

In passing, he in effect noted the following partial converse to the Smith-Tarski

result:
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1.1. Lemma. Suppose that I is an ideal over k suchthat S°(k)/I is complete.

For any X, if I is not X-saturated, then 2A < 2*. In particular,

(a) / is 2K-saturated.

(b) If 2K < 2K+, then I is k+-saturated.

Proof. Let (Aa\a < X) enumerate (without repetitions) an antichain with re-

spect to /. For any X C X, let ax - \J{[Aa]\a e X}. Then X ^ Y implies

that ax ¿ ay . Hence, 2X < |^(k)//| <2K .   U

Kunen established that if there is a k+-saturated ideal over ?c, then k is

measurable in an inner model. In particular, as Solovay noted, 1.1 (b) implies

that if there is an ideal / over k such that 9°(k)/I is complete, then V / L.
Kunen asked in the early 1970s whether completeness has strong consistency

strength, and Theorem A confirms this, at least if k > a>3.

With our ultimate goal the proof of Theorem A, we now fix an ideal / over k

such that ¿P(k)/I is complete for the rest of this section. We use the well-known

stratagem of considering ¿P(k)/I - {0} as a notion of forcing with [X] < [Y]
iff X - Y € /, and we denote the corresponding forcing relation simply by II-.

Note that if (Aa\a < y) enumerates without repetitions a maximal antichain

with respect to /, then it corresponds to a name t for an ordinal specified by:

[Aa] \\-x = ß iff a = ß .

The following lemmata derive consequences of completeness using maximal

antichains.

1.2. Lemma. Suppose that y < k and t is a name such that Ih t e y. Then

there is a partition {B^\c¡ < y} of k such that: if B( e I+ , then [B¿] Ih f = £.

Proof. Let sf be a maximal antichain with respect to / such that for any

A € sf , there is a t\A < y such that [A] \\- i = c¡A. By completeness, let A( C k

for { < y be such that [Aç] = \J{[A]\t]A = £}. Then set B^A^- U{<f Ar for

£ < y , so that [B^] = [A^] by k-completeness. The B^ 's are as required, once
they are slightly modified to constitute a partition of all of k.   D

1.3. Lemma. Forcing with 11- preserves all cardinals <k.

Proof. It suffices to show that if y < k is regular, ô < y , and Ih t: ô —» y, then

Ih 3n < y(t"5 C n). For each ß < ô, let (BJ¡\c¡ < y) satisfy 1.2 for i(ß). For

each a < k , set

r\a - sup{£ < y\a 6 BJ! and ß < ô},

so that na < y by the regularity of y. Next, set En - {a < K\na - n) for

n < y . Then U(/<y En = k is a partition. Consequently, for any X e I+ there is

an n < y such that EVC\X e I+ by k -completeness and [EnC\X] Ih t"á Cn.   D

The proof of the following proposition is similar; it will not be needed in

the rest of the paper. The only early result about complete quotient Boolean

algebras other than the Smith-Tarski result, it appeared in terms of distributivity

properties in Pierce [P], which also contained a similar formulation of the easy

forcing fact that a notion of forcing adjoins a new function: X —> X exactly
when it adjoins a new subset of X.

1.4. Proposition. Suppose that 2V < k . Then forcing with I h does not adjoin
any new functions:  v - 2" .
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Proof. Suppose Ih t: v -* 2V . For each ß < v, let (5f |£ < 2V) be as in 1.2

with its y = 2" and its t = i(ß). For each f:v^2v, let Ef = f]ß<l/ Bßf(ß).

Then \J¡Ef = K is a partition. Consequently, for any X e I+ , there is an /

such that EfCiX e I+ by k-completeness, and [Ef n X] Ih i = /.   D

The connection with inner models of measurability is made through the well-

known concept of precipitous ideal, due to Jech and Prikry. For an ideal J over

X, if G is generic over V for the corresponding notion of forcing â°(X)/J-

{IV } , then {X ç X\[X] e G} is an ultrafilter on 3°(X) n V, and for any class
A in the sense of V, the ultrapower of A with respect to this ultrafilter using

functions in l V n V is called the generic ultrapower of A by G. In this

situation, if t is a name for a function in ^nF, we denote by (t) the
name of the equivalence class of t in the ultrapower. J is precipitous iff for

any such G, the generic ultrapower of F by G is well-founded. As Jech and

Prikry showed, if there is a precipitous ideal J over X, then X is measurable in

an inner model.
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem A, we establish a partial well-

foundedness result about generic ultrapowers. Continuing to work with our

fixed ideal / over k such that &(k)/I - {0} is complete and the correspond-

ing notion for forcing Ih, we first make an observation related to 1.2.

1.5. Lemma. Suppose that y < k and [X] \\- i: k —> y A i e V. Then there is

an f: k -» y such that [X] Ih (t) = (/) ; i.e. [X] forces that t and f belong
to the same equivalence class in the generic ultrapower.

Proof. For any set x, let cx denote the constant function: k —> {x}. We

first note that for any [Y] < [X], there is a [Z] < [Y] and a £ < y_ such that

[Z] Ih (t) = (c4). (There is a [7] < [Y] and a g: k -* y such that [F]U- f = J\

By k -completeness there is a £ < y such that Z = {i e Y\g(i) = £,} e I+ . Thus,
[Z] Ih (t) = (èjç) by definition of generic ultrapower.)

Using this, let sf ç 3o(X) n /+ be a maximal antichain in 3°(X) n /+

such that for each A e sf , there is a t\A < y with [A] Ih (t) = (cÍA). By
completeness, let A$ ç X for ¿¡ < y be such that [^l¿] = V{[^]|<Li = £} • Then

as in the proof of 1.2, let B( ç X for t\ < y be such that [/?{] = [Ac] and
{/yd; < y} is a partition of X. Finally, define /: k -» y by /(/) = <^ iff

¿ € 5,* (and /(/) = 0 if / fi X). Then [X] Ih (t) = (/) by definition of generic
ultrapower.   D

This leads to

1.6. Proposition. If k is a successor cardinal, then I h "the generic ultrapower

of k is well-founded"

Remark. It follows from the conclusion that e.g. k is inaccessible in L.

Proof. Suppose that k = p+, and assume to the contrary that for some X e

/+, [X] Ih "((t„)|m g co) is an infinite descending sequence with x„ e kk n V

for new". We can assume that [X] Ih (to) = (¿To) for some g €kk , and that

[X]lhWzea)V£</c(i„(£)<M£)).
For each a < k , let eQ : a + 1 -* p be an injection. Then let ön for

0 < n < co be names such that [X] Ih V¿; < k(&„(£) - ëg0(()(zn(Ç))).  Thus,
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[X] Ih ön : k —> p. By 1.5, let /„ : k —> p for n e co be such that [X] Ih (&„) —

(fn). Next, define g„: k —► k for 0 < n < co by: #„(/) is the unique /? such

that fn(i) = eg0(C)(ß) if /«(0 is in the range of eg0^ , and = 0 otherwise. Then

for each n e co, [X]U- (i„) = (gn). Finally, if Tn = {i e K\gn+i(i) < g„(i)}
for n e co, then [X] < [Tn] by our assumption on [X] and the definition of

generic ultrapower. Hence, X n f\n Tn is not empty, but any i in this set gives

rise to an infinite descending set of ordinals g0(i) > gi(i) > g2(i) ■■■ , which is

a contradiction.   D

Turning to the proof of Theorem A, we need another ingredient. The Dodd-

Jensen Covering Theorem for their inner model K asserts that if there is no

inner model with a measurable cardinal, then for any uncountable set x of

ordinals there is a set y 2 x such that y e K and \y\ = \x\. The definable
class K is extensionally preserved in all forcing extensions.

Proof of Theorem A. We take /c > &j3 . Assume to the contrary that there is
no inner model with a measurable cardinal. Suppose briefly that G is generic

for £P(k)/I - {0}. Then Kv = Kv^, and (since forcing does not create

inner models of measurability) the conclusion of the Covering Theorem holds

in V[G]. Since k > co-$ and a>i and co2 are preserved by the forcing by 1.3,

this implies in particular: whenever x is a size a>i set of ordinals in V[G],

there is a y e V of size coi such that y D x. (Note that the preservation

of co2 is needed here.) Recalling a previous remark about maximal antichains

corresponding to names for ordinals, this in turn translates in a straightforward

manner to the following assertion in the ground model:

Whenever (sfa\a < coi)  is a sequence of maximal antichains

(*)       with respect to /, for any X e /+ there is a Y e 3°(X) n I+

such that for any a < œx, \{A e sfa\A n Y e I+}\ < a>i .

We now derive a contradiction by using this to show that / must be pre-

cipitous. Suppose then that [X] Ih "((i„)\n € co) is an infinite descending

sequence in the generic ultrapower". For each n e co, let sf„ be a maximal

antichain with respect to / such that whenever A esfn there is an f£ : k —* V

such that [A] Ih tn-fâ- Let Y e &>(X) n /+ satisfy (*) for (sfn\n e co)

and for each n e co let (A2\Ç < coi) enumerate {A e sf„\A n Y e /+}. Set

B¡ = (A¡ - \Jr<éAn() n Y and Bn = \J(<0¡lB%, and define /„  on B„  by:

fn = Ui<û), fníl-ßf • It is easily seen that for n e co, [B„] = [Y] by maximality

of sfn and k-completeness. Hence Ç\n Bn ^ 0 , again by «-completeness. But

for any i in this set, fo(i) > f(i) > ••■  which is a contradiction.   G

Properties of the sort (*) were first investigated in Baumgartner-Taylor [BT],

then in Foreman-Magidor-Shelah [FMS], by Woodin, and extensively in Gitik-

Shelah [GS]. A positive answer to the following question would strengthen 1.6

and eliminate the condition k > co^ from Theorem A.

1.7. Question. If k is a successor cardinal and / is an ideal over k such that

&(k)II is complete, is / precipitous?
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2. Separating completeness from saturation

We next turn to the proof of Theorem B. We shall build on the proof of the

following result of Shelah [Sh4, XVI, Theorem 2.4], which we first describe.

2.1. Theorem. Suppose that k satisfies (*)aab (see [Sh4, XVI, 2.2]), e.g. is a

Woodin cardinal, and S is a stationary, co-stationary subset of coi. Then there

is a forcing extension with no new reals satisfying: k = co2 and NS|S is an

ideal over coi which is co2-saturated.

This result weakened the large cardinal hypotheses of previous results drawing

the same conclusion, and was an outgrowth of Foreman-Magidor-Shelah [FMS].

It was established using concepts and techniques of the second author that we

quickly review:

Suppose that (P, <) is a poset for forcing, X is regular with 3°(P) ç Hx , and

N is countable with (N, e) -< (Hx, e). Then q e P is (N, P)-generic iff for

any P-name t e N for an ordinal, q Ih t e Ñ. Refining this, q e P is (N, P)-

semigeneric iff for any P-name t e N for a countable ordinal, q Ih t e Ñ.

(pn\n e co) is a P-generic sequence for N iff pn+i < p„ e N for each n and
whenever D is a dense set for P with D e N, there is an n such that pn € D.

(P, <) is semiproper iff for any regular X such that ¿?(P) ç Hx, there is

a closed unbounded subset of [Hx]<Wl consisting of N such that (N, e) -<

(Hx, e) satisfying: for any p e N, there is a q < p such that q is (N, P)-
semigeneric. For S a stationary subset of coi , (P, <) is S-closed iff for any

regular X such that 3°(P) C Hx, countable N with (N, e) -< (Hx, e) and

N ncoi e S, and P-generic sequence (p„\n e co) for N, there is a q <pn for
every n e co. Semiproper is {Ki}-semiproper and S-closed is {S}-complete

in the sense of Shelah [Sh2]. cd i-closure readily implies semiproperness. The

salient features of these concepts are that if a poset is semiproper, then forcing

with it preserves stationary subsets of coi (i.e. any stationary subset of coi in

the ground model remains stationary in the extension), and if it is S-closed,

then it adjoins no new countable sequences of ordinals.

To affirm notation, P is the countable support iteration of (Pa, ßa|a < y)

iff setting Py = P, we have: P0 = {0} ; for a < y, \\-pa "Qa is a poset" and

Pa+i = Pa* Qa\ and for limit a < y, Pa is the direct limit of (Pß\ß < a)

in case cf(a) > co, and the inverse limit otherwise. Proceeding recursively we

can take Pa to consist of functions p (the conditions) with domain a so that

for each ß < a, p(ß) is a Z^-name and lh^ p(ß) e Qß, and supposing that

"~fy " ißi is tne maximum element of Qß ",

supt(p) = {/? < a| \r-p,p{ß)*\Qt}

is countable, with corresponding partial order on Pa given by: p < q iff V/? <

<*iP\ß Ir-jv P(ß) < Q(ß)) -
Throughout the paper we rely on the following convention: For a notion

of forcing P, Gp denotes the canonical P-name for its generic object, and if

P = Pa in some contextually clear indexing, Ga is written for Gpn.

2.2. Lemma. Suppose P is the countable support iteration of (Pa, Qa\a < y)

where for a < y, \\-Pn " Qa is semiproper and S-closed". Then P is semiproper

and S-closed.
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This is a special case of more general iteration lemmas. The appropriate mode

of iteration for semiproperness is revised countable support (RCS) iteration,

but S-closure at each stage implies that there are no new countable sequences

of ordinals, and so RCS iteration reduces to countable support iteration.

In [FMS], 2.1 is established for k supercompact instead of, e.g. Woodin,

by first establishing the consistency with CH of a Martin's Axiom for S-closed

notions of forcing that preserve stationary subsets of coi and meeting coi dense

sets. Then it suffices to argue with a notion of forcing which in the formulation

of Shelah [Sh3] is as follows:
Suppose that sf consists of stationary subsets of coi with S e sf . Then

Seals(ja?*) consists of countable sequences (N¡\t\<y) suchthat:

(i) each N( e [HX]<0)1 , where X = (2a» )+ . and S e N0 .

(ii)   (Nç\Z < y) is increasing and continuous.

(iii) for each £ < y , A^nwi is an ordinal in IJ'MI^ e & n fy} .

Seals (ja?*) is ordered by: p < q iff q is an initial segment of p .
Seals (sf) is clearly S-closed, although it may not be semiproper, and forc-

ing with it provides an enumeration of ja?* in ordertype < coi and a closed

unbounded subset of the diagonal union of ja?* according to that enumeration.

If sf was a maximal antichain with respect to NS, then it can be shown that

forcing with Seals(ja?") preserves stationary subsets of coi . sf is then "sealed":

it remains a maximal antichain in any extension that preserves stationary sets,

since any stationary set has stationary intersection with the diagonal union of

ja?*, and hence with a particular member of sf by Fodor's Lemma. The afore-

mentioned version of Martin's Axiom implied through this means that NS|S

is G)2-saturated.
2.1 was established by applying reflection properties directly in [Sh4, XVI].

Let

Qs = (JI{Seals(ja/)| Seals(Ja?*) is semiproper}) * col(wi ,2°"),

the countable support product of all Seals (ja?*) 's for sf 's that yield semiproper

Seals (Ja?*), followed by the usual collapse of 2Wl to coi using countable ap-

proximations. Clearly Qs is S-closed; it is also semiproper (see [Sh4, XIII,
2.8(3)] or [Sh3, 2.8(3), p. 361]). Let P be the countable support iteration of

(Pa > ßa|a < k) where Qa is a Pa-name for Qs in the sense of V?a. Assuming

that k satisfies the large cardinal hypothesis of 2.1, the second author showed

that any forcing extension via P satisfies its conclusion.

Proof of Theorem B. We interlace into the above described proof of 2.1 natural

notions of forcing for introducing suprema into 3B(coi)/'NS\S: (Ja?*, 38) is an

appropriate pair if sf and 33 consist of subsets of coi suchthat: if A e sf and

B e38 , then A n B n S is nonstationary. For such (sf ,38), let Sups(ja?*, 38)
consist of triples (w, c, d) such that:

(i)   if is a countable subset of sf li 38 .
(ii)   c is a countable, closed set of countable ordinals (so (Jc ec).

(iii)   d:c^2.

Order Sup5(ja?*, 38) by:   (w, c, d) < (w, c, d) iff w ç w , c is an initial
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segment of c, d ç d, and:

if a g (c ~ c) n S and rf(a) = 0, then a ^ A for any ^ g w n Ja?".

if a G (c ~ c) n S and ¿(a) = 1, then a fi B for any ßeinJ1.

Suppose that G is Sups(ja/ , 38)-geneñc and set c<j = UMC1*" , c, d) ç. G}

and 6?g = \J{d\(w, c,d) G G}. Then cq is a closed unbounded subset of

coi, ^g'({0}) n A n ^ is countable for every y4 g ja?*, and ¿¿^({l}) n B n S is

countable for every B e38 . In particular, if ja?* Uá? were a maximal antichain

with respect to NS|S, then [£¡"¿"'({1})] would serve as an upper bound of ja?*

and [^¿"'({0})] of 38 . These will be least upper bounds in the extension if

sf U33 continues to be maximal there, and this is the only situation that will

be germane to the overall argument. Of course, for all this to make sense in the

extension we must ascertain that stationary subsets of coi are preserved:

2.3.   Lemma.
(a) SuT)s(sf , 38) is coi-closed (and hence semiproper and S-closed).

(b) Assuming CH, Sups(Ja?*, 38) is coi-linked with least upper bounds; i.e.

it is the union of coi sets, each consisting ofpairwise compatible elements with

least upper bounds.

Proof, (a) Set P = Sups(ja?*, 38). Suppose that X is regular with 3°(P) ç Hx ,

N is countable with (N, g) x (Hx, g) and (p„\n G co) isa P-generic sequence

for N. We must find a q G P such that q <pn for every n G co.

For n G co and p„ - (wn, c„, dn), since w„ is countable, we can let Cn g N

be a closed unbounded subset of coi such that for any A g w„ n sf and

PGto„n^',C„n.4nPnS = 0. Set w = {Jwn, c = {Jcn, d = {Jd„. Then a
simple genericity argument implies that \Jc e f)Cn so that for no A £ w nsf

and B £ w f)38 does |Jc G A n B, and so we can find an i < 2 such that

(w, c U {[Jc}, d U {((J c, i)}) is in Sups(ja?*, 38) and of course is < pn for

every n £ co.

(b) Note that (ion, c, d) and (w\,c,d) are compatible with least upper

bound (?i>o U Wi, c, d). With CH, there are coi such pairs.   D

Let Sups be the countable support product of Sups(sf ,38) for all appropri-
ate pairs (sf ,38). A countable support product of coi -closed forcings is read-

ily seen to be coi -closed, and Wi-closed forcings are S-closed and semiproper.

Hence by 2.3(a), Sup^ is S-closed and semiproper.

An approach to the proof of Theorem B would be to carry out the countable

support iteration of Sups through k stages. Just assuming cf(/c) > coi, we

would then get the consistency of 2Wl = k and every appropriate pair (sf ,38)

with \sf u38\ < k can be separated, a consequence in fact of a generalized

Martin's Axiom in Baumgartner [B] or in Shelah [Shi]. It is to ensure k-

saturation, a necessary condition for full completeness by 1.1(a), that we build

on the proof of 2.1.
Let PK be the countable support iteration of (Pa, Qa\a < k) , where:

(i) For odd a < k , Qa is a PQ-name for Qs in the sense of VPa. (Here,

Qs is as in the above outline of the proof of 2.1.)

(ii) For even a < k , Qa is a Pa-name for the countable support prod-

uct of Swps(sf , 38) 's for all appropriate pairs (sf , 38) satisfying (ja?*, 38) £
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V[Ga\{2y\2y < a}]. (For Z Ça, Ga\Z is the PQ-name for {p G Ga\ supt(p) ç
Z} . Note that (sf ,38) is to belong to the smaller model, but in the definition

of "appropriate pair" the nonstationariness in " (Wl G sf)(VB £ 38)A n B n S
is not stationary" is to be in the sense of nc?a]!)

Next, for a < k set, by induction on a :

P'a = {p£ Pa\ supt(/>) ç {2y|2y <a}AVjîe sap\(p)(p(ß) is a P^-name)}

with the inherited order. (p(ß) being a Pó-name, it only depends on GßC\P'ß .)

We show that any forcing extension via P'K satisfies the conclusion of Theorem

B. This follows from the following technical lemma, all of whose parts are

established by simultaneous induction; for its (b), note that P»-names being

Pg-names is justified by an inductive appeal to (a), and Sups was defined a few

paragraphs ago in the outline of the proof of 2.1.

2.4.   Lemma. For each a < k :

(a) P^ <Pa ; i.e. every maximal antichain of P'a is a maximal antichain of

Pa-

(b) P* = {p £ Pa\ieven ß £ supt(p)(p(ß) is a P'ß-name for a condition in

Sups in the sense of Vpß} is dense in Pa .

(c) For any p, q £ P* such that p\{2y\2y < a} and<?|{2y|2y < a} are

compatible members of P'a , there is an automorphism F°q such that: Fgq(p)

is compatible with q ; Fgq is the identity on P'a ; and inductively for any ß < a,

Fp\ß,q\ß =Fpq\Pß-

(d) If p G P: , then p\{2y\2y <a)£P'a.

Once this lemma is established, the proof of Theorem B can be completed

as follows: Suppose that G' is P'K-generic, and by 2.4(a) let G be PK-generic

such that Gr\P'K = G'. Note first that for any IÇw, with X £ V[G'\,

V[G'] Ih X is stationary iff V[G] Ih X is stationary.

(If X were nonstationary in V[G], then it would be nonstationary in V[GnPa]

for some even a < k . But then X = A n B n S for some A £ sf and B £38

with (sf , 38) an appropriate pair in V[G n P'a], so that Sups(Ja?*, 38) at that

stage would have adjoined a closed unbounded subset of coi confirming that X

is nonstationary in V[G'].) The proof of 2.1 still works to show that in V[G],

k = co2 and NS|S is «r-saturated. It thus follows that NS|S is also K-saturated

in V[G'\.
We can conclude that for any maximal antichain sf U 38 of NS|S in the

sense of V[G'] with ja?* r\38 = 0 , (sf , 38) £ V[G'nP^] for some even a < k .

But then, the forcing with Sups(ja?*, 38) would have adjoined a set E ç coi

such that: if A g sf , then A - (E n S) is not stationary; and if B £38 , then

BDEnS is not stationary. [£TiS] is thus the supremum for ja?* in F[C7'nP^+1]

and hence in V[G']. This suffices to show that in V[G'],^>(coi)/r<S\S is a
complete Boolean algebra.

Finally, P'K is S-closed, so that forcing with it adjoins no new countable

sequences of ordinals. Consequently, {p £ P'K\if ß £ supt(/?) and (w, c, d)
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is a component of p(ß), then c = c and d = d for some c, d £ V} is dense
in P'K . Using CH and 2.3(b), a simple A-system argument using this dense set

then shows that P'K has the co2-c.c and hence preserves all cardinals, and it is

simple to see that it renders 2œ> = k .

Proof of 2.4. Assuming that a <k and all four parts hold below a, we verify

that they all hold at a.
To first verify that (b) holds at a, suppose that p £ Pa is arbitrary. Let X

be regular and sufficiently large, and N countable such that (N, g) -< (Hk, G),

p £ N, and Nncoi £ S. Let (pn\n £ co) be a PQ-generic sequence for N with
Po-P- Incorporating the proof of 2.3(a) into the iteration lemma for S-closed

notions of forcing, there is a least upper bound q £ Pa for the p„ 's specified

as follows:
supt(<?) = U„ supt(p„). For even ß £ supt(^), q\ß forces that for compo-

nent (w,c,d) of q(ß) in some relevant Sups(sf, 38) with corresponding

(wn , cn, d„) in pn for n £ co sufficiently large, w is the union of the wn 's,

c is the union of the cn 's together with its limit point at the top, and d is the

union of the d„ 's together with an arbitrary value for that top limit point. By

Pa-genericity of (p„\n £ co) and induction it can be assumed that each wn is a

P^-name and hence that w is a P^-name, and that c = c for some c £ V and

d = d for some d £ V.
Continuing to consider that specific component (w,c,d) of q(ß), by

definition of such conditions there is a P¿-name iúo such that q\ß I h

"(lu n Wo, w - w0) is an appropriate pair". By induction, P'ß <sPß , and the

homogeneity property 2.4(c) implies that whenever r £ Pß , t is a Pg-name, y/

is a one-free variable formula, and r \\-Pß i¡/(i), then r|{2y|2y < /?} Ih/» ^(t).

In particular

(<3>|/?)|{2y|2y < ß) \\-Pi  "(w C\w0, w - Wo) is an appropriate pair".
ß

This confirms that q £ P* to verify 2.4(b) for a as desired.

At the referee's urging we also elaborate the rest:

To establish (d) at a, let p £ P*, ß an even ordinal in supt(p), and set

pc = p|{2y|2y < ß}. It must be shown that pc \\-Pß p(ß) £ Qa. We know

inductively that P'ß <Pß , pc £ P'ß , and pc Ihp- p(ß) £ Qß . The only problem in

trying to replace P'ß by Pß here is that an appropriate pair mentioned in p(ß)

in the sense of Vpt may no longer be one in the sense of Vpß.
Assume to the contrary that for some q £ Pß with q < pc, q \\-pß p(ß) fi

Qß . By (b) inductively it can be assumed that q £ PI, and by (d) inductively,

i?|{2y|2y < ß} £ P'ß . Since <?|{2y|2y < ß} < pc in P'ß, there is an automor-

phism Fq pib as in (c) inductively such that F^ ,Jq) is compatible with p\ß .

Hence, for some q+ £ Pß with q+ < q, Fq ,ß(q+) < p\ß. Let G ç. Pß be

Pg-generic over V with q+ £ G. Then G' = F^ ,ß"G is Pg-generic over V

such that p\ß £G'. But GnP'ß = G'nPß as Fqßp]ß is the identity on P'ß , and
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SO

{(sf, 38)\sf \j38 c 3^(0)1) nV(GnP'ß)}

= {(sf, 38)\sf u38 Q 3B(coi)nV[G'nP'ß]},

and so as V[G] = V[G'],

{(sf , 38) £ V[G n P'ß]\(sf , 3S) is appropriate in V[G]}

= {(sf , 38) £ V[G n P'ß]\(sf , 38) is appropriate in V[G'])}.

As also all «-sequence from V of members of V[G n P'ß] are in V[G n P'ß]

(as this holds for V and V[G]), clearly (Qß)G = (Qß)G'. This contradicts the
choice of q.

Now clause (a) for a follows: For p £ Pa, choose q such that q < p £ P*.

Setting qc = #|{2y|2y < a} , qc £ P'a by clause (d) and qc \\-PL "p £ Pa/GPL "

because if r < qc g P'a then r' - rö (q\{ß < a\ß is odd}) is° in P* (check!)

and is below r and q hence below p .

We lastly deal with clause (c) for a. If a is a limit, it is immediate: Fpq(r)

is defined by: y G supt(Fpq(r)) iff for some (equivalently, every) ß £ (y, a)

we have y G supt(P¿^(r)), and letting (Pp%(r))(y) = (P¿,,^(r))(y) for

some (any) such ß .

If a = ß + 1, ß odd, just note that Qß is definable in ^[G1^] (without

parameters). If a — ß+ 1 , /? even, if G ç Pß is generic over F, in V[GnP'ß]

there is an automorphism Fß of ß/?[C7] (note: Qß[G] £ V[G n P'ß]—see the

proof of clause (d)) such that: Fß(p(ß)), and q(ß) are compatible. (The

simplest way to see this is to replace in the iteration Qa by its completion.)

3. Collapsing k to <y3

In this section we specify the modifications to the proof of Theorem B

necessary to establish Theorem C. We define the components of an iteration

(Pa, Ra\a < k) in three cases instead of two:

(i) For a = 0 (mod 3), Ra is defined as Qa was before for odd a ; i.e. it is

QP -
(ii) For a = 1 (mod 3), Ra is defined as Qa was before for even a, but for

all appropriate pairs (sf , 38) satisfying

(sf ,38) £ V[Ga\{ß < a\ß = 1 (mod3)V)3EE2 (mod 3)}]

(where Cra|Z is as before).

(iii) For a = 2 (mod 3), Ra is col(ct>2, 2°*), the collapse of 2<°2 to co2

using coi size approximations, in the sense of V[Ga\{ß < a\ß = 1 (mod3) V

/?s2(mod3)}].
The latter notion of forcing is semiproper and S-closed, being coi -closed. Its

introduction necessitates that we define the Pa 's with mixed support: Proceed-

ing recursively, for a < k let P„_ consist of functions p with domain a such

that for each ß < a, p(ß) is a P^-name such that lh^ p(ß) g Rß , and

|supt(p)n{yS <a|ß = 0(mod3)Vß= 1 (mod3)}| <N0,

\supt(p)n{ß <a|^ = 2 (mod3)}| < N,.
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The following lemma will be a consequence of the forthcoming iteration lem-

mas.

3.1.   Lemma. For each a<K, Pa is S-closed and semiproper.

Assuming this lemma, the proof of Theorem C can be completed as follows:

For a < k , define

p'a = {p £ PK|Va G supt(p)(a = 1 (mod 3) M a = 2 (mod3))

AVjSe swpt(p)(p(ß) is a P^-name)}.

(p(ß) being a Pg-name, it only depends on Gp n P'ß .) Then any forcing exten-

sion via PK satisfies the conclusion of Theorem C:

Let G' be P^.-generic. It can be checked that the analogue of 2.4 holds in

the new situation. In particular, there is a G PK-generic such that GnPK = G'.

With 3.1, the proof of 2.1 still works to show that in V[G], k = co2 and NS|S

is K-saturated. It then follows as before that in V[G'], NS|S is a:-saturated

and 3B(coi)/'NS\S is a complete Boolean algebra.

By standard arguments PK has the tc-c.c, and the introduction of the col-

lapses Ra for a = 2 (mod 3) implies that in V[G'], k = 2(°l < co?,. But by 3.7

below, co2 is preserved so that k = <y3 in V[G'] and so the proof is complete.

The rest of this section is devoted to establishing 3.1 and the forthcoming

3.7. We build on Shelah [Sh2; Sh4, XIV] and refer to them for the more basic
details about iterated forcing that are not provided in full.

For p> co, let Jiß be the class of (Q, <q, <%) such that:

(i) (Q > <q) is a semiproper, S-closed notion of forcing, say with maximum

element i q .

(ii) (Q, <q) is a poset so that: (a) <G refines <q (i.e. if p <q q, then

P <q q)', and (b) <o is /¿-closed (i.e. if (pa\a < n) is ^-decreasing and

t] < p , then there is a p £ Q such that p <% pa for every a < n).

We often suppress the subscripts ß and furthermore identify (ß, <q, <^)

with its domain ß when there is little possibility of confusion. When we use

forcing terminology for such a member of ^ , we are referring to the (Q, <q)

part.

Next, let <ffp be the class of (Pa , Qa\a < y) where for each a < y , PQ is a

notion of forcing, Qa is a Pa-name and \\-pa Qa£^ and recursively:

(i) PQ consists of functions p with domain a so that for each ß < a, p(ß)

is a Pg-name such that Ih p(ß) £ Qß , and setting

SUpt(/7) = {ß < a\   \\-p(ß) í'lQf}

as before,

| supt(p)| < N,    and    \{ß < «h(lh p(ß) <°   lQß)}\ < N0.

(ii) The ordering on Pa is given by:

p<q iff Vß<a(p\ß\Vp(ß)<ußq(ß))

A \{ß £ supt(p)h(p|^ Ih p{ß) <o   q(ß))}\ < N0.
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If Py is defined by taking a = y in the above, we say that Py is the iteration

of (Pa, QaW < y) ■ The introduction of the second partial order <° serves less

to provide iteration lemmas of potentially wide applicability than to provide a

uniform approach to 3.1. For that result, <¿   will coincide with <*   when

a = 2 (mod 3), i.e. when Ra is the Levy collapse col(co2, 2Wl) ; and <\ will

just be equality for a = 0 (mod 3) and a = 1 (mod 3). Note then that by how

we defined the PQ 's from the Ra 's, (Pa, Ra\a < k) £ 3f*.

The usual iteration facts hold for members of 3Í* : e.g., if (PQ, Qa\a < y) £

J£p*, for any ß < a < y, Pp <$PQ, i.e. every maximal antichain of Pg is a

maximal antichain of Pa, and for the usual quotient poset Pa/Pp such that

Pa = Pp* Pa/Pp, Pa/Pp is an iteration of a member of Jf*. To establish 3.1,

we must verify that iterations in ^* preserve S-closure and semiproperness.

The following lemma provides the main induction step for establishing the

preservation of S-closure:

3.2. Lemma. Suppose that Py is the iteration of 3° = (Pa, Qa\a < y) £ ^*

and S < n <y. Then the following holds for sufficiently large regular X :

Assume that N is countable with (N, g) -< (Hx, £), Nncoi £ S, {3e, ô, n)

ç N, (p„\n G co) is a P^-generic sequence for N, and q £ P¿ satisfies q <pn\ô

for every n £ co. Then there is a q+ G P, such that q+\ô = q andq < p„ for
every n £ co.

Proof. By adjusting names, we can assume for convenience in what follows that
for each n £ co and a < n :

(i) pn+i\a \h-pn+i(a) <° p„(a) iff Ih pn+i(a) <° p„(a), and

(ii) U-pn+i(a) < pn(a).

We now define a function q+ with domain n as follows: Fix a well-ordering

W of sufficiently large Vp . Set q+\ô = q . For S < a < n, having defined q+\a

for a < n so that recursively #+|a g Pa , define q+(a) as follows:

(a) If for some k £ co, q+\a Ih " (p„(a)\k < n < co) is <°-descending in

Qa -{i Qa} ", then since by definitions of ^ and 3^*, \Ypa " <9> is /i-closed"

and/i > co, there is a PQ-name t so that q+\a Ih "t is a <°-lower bound for

(p„(a)\k < n < co) ". Let q+(a) be the l^-least such t. Else:

(b) If for some k £ co and PQ-name t, q+\a Ih " (pn(a)\k < n < co) is

<Qa-descending in Qa-{lQa} with t a <Qa-lower bound", then let q+(a) be

the W-least such t . Otherwise:

(c)Set q+(a)= \Qa.

This definition perpetuates q+\a £ Pa for every a < n : Clearly,

IJsupt^la)   <K,.
n

Also, conditions on <° and (i) above imply that there is a countable set E

such that for ß £ a - E, Ih "pn+i(ß) <°p„(ß) <° lQß " for every n £ co. For

such ß, q+(ß) was defined either through clause (a), or if not, neither through

clause (b) as < refines <° , but through clause (c). But both (a) and (c) lead to

Ih q+(ß) <° iG{ , and so

{/?< «Kih <?+(/?) <°iei)}çp,

confirming that <?+|aGPa.

|supt(<7+|a)| <
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We next establish by induction ona<i| that

(1) for every n£co, q+\a\\-q+(a) < pn(a).

(2) If a fi N - ô , then for every n £ co, q+\a Ih q+(a) <° p„(a).

As N is countable, this suffices to verify that q+ < p„ for every n £ co as

desired. For a < ô, the results are immediate; what remains splits into two
cases:

Case 1. ô < a < n and a £ N. Then Pa, Qa £ N, and we have q\a < pn\a

for every n £ co by induction. Since (pn\n £ co) is a Pn-generic sequence for

N, it follows first that (p„\a \ n £ co) is a PQ-generic sequence for N, and

second that q+\a Ih " (p„(a)\n £ co) isa Qa -generic sequence for N[Ga] ". But

by definitions of JTß and 3Í*, lh/>a " ßQ is S-closed", and since Nn coi £ S,

(a) or (b) of the definition of q+ applies at a and (1) follows. (2) holds

vacuously.

Case 2. ô <a < n and a fi N. The <° conditions on the pn 's imply that

for each n £ co,

En = {ß< //Hlh/>„+,(/?) <°pn(ß) <° ig,)}

is countable, and clearly E„ £ N, so that En is countable in N. Hence,

\JnEn ç N, so that a fi \JnEn. Hence, q+(a) was defined either through

clause (a), or if not, neither through clause (b) as < refines <°, but through

clause (c). Both (1) and (2) now follow in this case also.   D

The following preservation result now follows in straightforward fashion:

3.3. Proposition. Suppose that Py is the iteration of (Pa, Qa\a < y) G 3£* and

ô < n < y. Then P„/Ps is S-closed.

The following lemma provides the main induction step for establishing the

preservation of semiproperness. Again, for a notion of forcing P, Gp denotes

the canonical P-name for its generic object. For a set M and q £ P, to say

that q decides Gp n M means of course that there is a set A g V such that

q I h Ä = GpCtM. This happens for example if M is countable and q is a lower

bound to a P-generic sequence for M, withal = {r £ P n M\q < r} . Finally,

for X > co regular and (N, g) -< (Hx, £) with P G N, if G is P-generic over

V, then let N[G] be the set of interpretations {t[(7]|t g N is a P-name}. By

Shelah [Sh2, p. 88],

(*) (N[G],£)^(H^G],£).

We let N[Gp] be a canonical P-name for N[G].

3.4. Lemma. Suppose that PY is the iteration of 3° = (Pa, Qa\a < y) £ 3Ç

and ô < n < y. Then the following holds for sufficiently large regular X :

Assume that N and M are countable with (N, g) -< (M, g) -< (Hx, £),

{3°, S, n} ç N, N £ M, and M n coi £ S. Assume also that q £ Pg is

(N, Pg)-semigeneric, q is (M, Ps)-generic and decides GpsnM, and p £ PnC\N

with q < p\S.
Then there is a q+ £ Pn with q+ <p and q+\S — q such that q+ is (N, Pn)-

semigeneric and q+ is (M, Pn) -generic and decides G^nM.

Proof. We establish this by induction on n, for all S, N, M, p , and q .
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For n a successor, we can clearly assume that n = ó + 1. By definitions

of Kp and ^*, \\-pâ " Qs is semiproper", and so with (*) just before 3.1 in

mind, we have

(**) \\-ps 3r G Qs(r is (N[Gps], P¿)-semigeneric A r(ô) < p(ô)).

Since N £ M and q is (M, Pá)-generic and decides Gps n M, by (*) ap-
plied syntactically there is a q' £ P<$ n M with q < q' and a P^-name r' £

M such that q' forces the assertion of (**) with r'. Since M n coi £ S,

lr-ft " Qs is S-closed" by the definitions, and with (*) in mind for M, it is

now straightforward to find a q+ £ Pn as desired, noting that in the sense of

\\-pt, any lower bound to a Q¿-generic sequence for M decides Gqs n M.

For n a limit, let (ßn\n £ co) enumerate Afn {ß\S < ß < n} with ß0 = ô .

Let {t(¡ : n < co} enumerate the P^-names of ordinals belonging to N if / = 1

and M if I = 2. Define a„, q„, p„ , and Nn by induction on n £ co so that

henceforth writing G„ for Gpan , we have:

(a) a0 = S, q0 = q, Po = P and generally qn £ Pa„ with qn < p\a„ and

q„+i\a„ = q„,Pn £ N[Gn] n Pa„ (ç M f) Pa), p„+i < pn, and pn+x decides a

value for t„ .
(b) q„ is (TV, PQ„)-semigeneric, and q„ is (A/, P0J-generic and decides

G„nM.
(c) í„ Ih on+, = max{{ßk\k < n) n JV[6„]} .

(Note for (c) that if qn decides GnC\M by (b), then N £ M implies that q„

decides Gn n Ñ and hence /V[(j„].)
The case n = 0 follows from our initial assumption. Suppose now that

q„  has already been defined.   By  (*) just before 3.4 applied syntactically,

Ih "V[G„] x M[Gn] s (Äf1*1, g)". Moreover, since «„ is (M, PQJ-generic,

we have q„ Ih A/[Cr„] n &>i = MHcoi £ S. Hence, with a„+i as stipulated by

(c) it is straightforward to apply the induction hypothesis in the sense of qn I h

and then to find an appropriate qn+i £ PQji+l as desired. There is no problem

in defining pn+i.
We can now define a q+ £ Pn so that supt(^+) = \Jn supt(<7„), and for any ß

in this set, q+(ß) = qn(ß) for some (any) n such that ß £ supt(g„). As in [Sh2,

Sh4], q < Pn so q+ is (TV, Pa)-semigeneric. q+ is not necessarily (M, Pa)-

generic, but its existence shows that there is q' £ P„ n M, q'\a < q+, q' is

(TV, Pa)-semigeneric. Now we can find a q+ really as required.   □

The following preservation result is now clear, since for (N, g) -< (Hx, £) as

in 3.4, we can always find a countable M such that N £ M, (M, g) -< (Hx, G),

and M Deo ¡ £ S by the stationariness of S.

3.5. Proposition. Suppose that Py is the iteration of (Pa, Qa\a < y) £ ^* and

S < n <y. Then Pn/Ps is semiproper.

Proof of 3.1. By 3.3 and 3.5 we get S-completeness and semiproperness.   D

Finally, we establish the preservation of co2 in a special case; a similar result

appears in Shelah [Sh2, VIII, §1].

3.6. Proposition. Suppose that CH holds, and P is the iteration of 3° =

(Pa, Qa\a < y) £ 3?^  where for each a < y,  \V?a  "<ßa=<Q   and Qa sat-
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isfies )H2-pic" (see [Sh2, VII, Definition 2]) or \\-pa " <°ö is the equality relation

on Qa" Then forcing with P preserves co2.

Proof. Assume to the contrary that for some p £ P and P-name x,p I h

"t: cbi —> co2 is a bijection". Taking a regular X sufficiently large, we pro-

ceed by induction on c¡ < co2 to define p¿ £ P so that £ < Ç < co2 implies that

for every a < y, lh pr(a) <° pç(a), and accompanying q¿ < p$, Nt, and A¡¡

as follows:
Set Po = P ■ At limits Ç < co2 with p% having been defined for £ < Ç, by the

enclosure of the <^ 's, let pr £ P be such that for every £ < C and a < y,

\r-pc(a) <° Pi(a).

To handle the successor stage, suppose that p% is given. First let A** be

countable with (V{, g) -< (Hk, G), {3°, £, #*} c A** , and A^nffl, £S. Then
define #* < p^ by first choosing a P-generic sequence for A** starting with p^

and then using the clauses (a), (b), and (c) as in the proof of 3.2. Hence q¡¿

is {N(, P)-generic and setting A^ = {r g P n Nç\qç < r}, we have <?,* lh Ä/< =

Gp n A^ . We can assume that lh q^(a) <° #«(a) iff q^\a lh flj'a) <° /?¿(a) ;
similarly for < ; and also that each q¡(a) depends only on pç(a) and not on

£, (by carrying out the entire procedure canonically according to some well-

ordering of a sufficiently large Vp ). Finally, define pi+i as follows:

( q((a)    if H-q((a) <° pç(a),

t pç(a) otherwise.

Proceeding with the proof, a straightforward A-system argument with CH

shows that there are £o < £1 < co2 such that: Nío n coi = A**, n cox , and there

is an isomorphism h: (Nio, £, Aio) —► (A**, , G, A(i) with A|(/V^0 n A*«,) the
identity, h(3°) = 3s ,h(c¡0) = Ç\ , and h(p^) - p^ . By assumption, there is

an n g Nio n Wi such that qio lh i(>/) = ¿0 ■ Hence, 3r G ^ío(r lh t(//) = £0) •

Applying h, we have 3r £ Ait(r lh i(rç) = £1) since A is the identity on

N(o n coi . Consequently, qit lh x(n) = £1 . However, it is not difficult to check

that q$0 and q^ are compatible, reaching a contradiction:

The definitions of q^0 and q^ as in the proof of 3.2 show that the countable

sets

Ei = {a£ supt(^,)h(lh qi:(a) <° Pii(a))}

for / < 2 are such that E¡ £ N¿. and E¡ is countable in A** . We now argue

that lh " qio(a) and q^(a) are compatible" by cases, depending on whether

a £ y - E0, a £ Eo - Ei , or a £ E0 n Ex : If a £ y - E0, then lh qit (a) <

Pi,(a) <° P(0+\(a) <° qio(a). If a £ E0-Ei , then lh qio(a) < pio(a) and a £ E0

implies that we are in the case lh/>r> " <°ô is equality" of our assumption about

P . Consequently, a fi Ex implies that lh q(¡ (a) = p(l (a) = Pz0(a), and so we

have lh q^(a) < q^(a). Finally, if a £ E0 n Pi , then a £ Nio n N^ so the

first case in the proposition occurs and we apply " ^2-pic". This completes the

proof.   D

In 3.6 we can combine the two possibilities to one as implicit in the proof.

3.7.   Proposition.  P'K (from the proof of Theorem C) preserves co2.

Proof. Let (PQ', Qa: a < k) g 3Ç be as above except that for a = 0 (mod3),

Qa is the trivial forcing (and if a ^ 0 (mod 3), Q\ = Ra). Essentially, Pa' =
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P'a , and hence it suffices to prove that P¿ preserves co2 . Now the assumption

of 3.6 clearly holds for (Pj , Q}a: a < k) (for K2-pic—see the discussion of Qs

for more).   D

This finally completes the proof of Theorem C.
Instead of 2<Ul = co?,, for any regular v such that co2 < v < k , it is possible

to arrange 2a< = v+ = k using 3Í* with | supt(p)| < v is place of | supt(p)| <

co i in its definition.
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